
 

Common Difficult Questions & Sample Responses 

Adapted from “Communicating Climate Science” Course, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of 
California, Berkeley, 2015 

Statement/Question:  When you do your research, you start with a scientific postulate or theory and 
work forward from that?.... I just don’t’ know how you prove those theories going back 50 or 100,000 or 
even millions of years. 

This statement is a jumbled question about a) nature of science; b) understanding paleoclimate; and c) 
the relevance of past climates. 

On the nature of science:  Science is about collecting and evaluating evidence.   

On paleoclimate:  There are many tools available for figuring out climate through earth’s history.  By 
combining natural recorders of climate proxies trapped stalactites, deep sea sediment cores and tree 
rings we can reconstruct the climate of the last 1000 years pretty well; ice cores contain proxies that get 
us back a million years or so. 

Relevance of past climates:  Understanding the past is part of predicting what will happen in the future. 
Based on proxies for past climate, we know that climate and the atmosphere have changed in the past, 
but those changes happened gradually.   We understand why many of those changes happened owing 
to changes in the Earth’s orbit. The rate of global temperature and CO2 rise today is unprecedented.    

Statement/Question:  I’ve never heard anyone say that we don’t have climate change.  We have had 
climate change since the Earth was formed, whenever you believe that was, and we will have it until the 
Earth implodes, whenever that is.  The question is how much of it is due to human behavior? 

The question is an argument that our current climate change is natural, and this is a good opportunity to 
reinforce the fact that global temperatures are indeed rising.  The question is also about: a) our ability to 
understand natural variability of climate; b) understanding paleoclimate; and c) why we think current 
and future climate change is due to humans. 

Acknowledge what is true:  Throughout Earth’s history, climate has changed.  However, most of the 
changes recorded in proxies have happened very gradually.   

Regarding paleoclimate:  However, the warming recorded from direct observation over the last century 
is notably greater than the global temperature changes we see in proxy evidence of Earth’s past. 

Regarding natural variability:  Using only natural forcing-- such as sunlight or volcano induced aerosols--
climate models can explain past climate changes.  The modern observed warming is unexplained unless 
we invoke the warming caused by increased greenhouse gases that come primarily from mankind’s 
burning of fossil fuels. 



 

Statement:  I remember in the 70’s, that cooling was the threat, the fear.  I’ve read that during the 
period of the dinosaurs, that the Earth’s temperature was 30 degrees warmer.  

This question is about a) the nature of science; b) effect of climate on humans and c) our ability to 
understand natural variability of climate. 

Acknowledge what is true:  From what scientists know about the age of dinosaurs, it was indeed much 
warmer then, the global average temperature was about 10F warmer.  

Regarding the dinosaurs and humans:  However, that was 60+ million years before humans existed.  This 
should NOT be comforting.  The climate was likely as warm as it was because of high greenhouse gases 
back then too.  Our civilizations developed under a cooler climate that allowed the development of 
agriculture etc.  The challenges that climate change will bring to our food and water systems as well as 
displacement from sea level rise etc. will challenge our civilization in fundamental ways.   

Regarding relevance of past climates:  from what scientists know about past climates, climate change is 
usually a really slow process; the rate of change today is extremely rapid. 

Question:  What about this whole global cooling thing? How can I believe scientists when they were so 
wrong before?  

Response: The global cooling issue is a red herring.  It hit the headlines in the 1970’s based on a few 
scientists and was not widely accepted.   This is in contrast to today, where the vast majority of climate 
scientists, an estimated 97%, agree that climate is now warming due to humans. 

Question:  At what point does CO2 become harmful to human health? 

This is a misframed question that conflates direct harm to humans with indirect harm from global 
warming. 

The impacts on humans from the enhanced greenhouse effect will be large, because our civilization is 
based on the assumption of a stable climate.  Regional impacts may include challenges to our 
agricultural and water systems, displacement from sea level rise, increased ranges of mosquito born 
disease, increased length of heat waves, etc.    

 

 

 

 

   


